S110 panels allow wiring blocks to be mounted directly to a 19 inch EIA rack. Each panel includes adequate connecting blocks to complete each 25-pair termination strip on the S110 block (e.g. S110DB1-100RFT would include five 4-pair and one 5-pair connecting block per 25-pair termination strip, or a total of twenty 4-pair and four 5-pair connecting blocks). Panels without cable managers are available in 100-, 200-, and 300-pair configurations. Panels with cable managers are available in 100- and 200-pair versions.
19 inch S110® Field-Terminated Panels:

Field Terminated

- S110D(X)1-100RFT......100-pair 19 inch panel, 1 RMS
- S110D(X)1-200RFT......200-pair 19 inch panel, 2 RMS
- S110D(X)1-300RFT......300-pair 19 inch panel, 3 RMS

Use (X) to specify connecting blocks: A = S110C-5, 5-pair connecting blocks, B = S110C-4, 4-pair connecting blocks

Field Terminated with Cable Management

- S110D(X)2-100RW M...100-pair 19 inch panel with cable managers and covers, 2 RMS
- S110D(X)2-200RW M...200-pair 19 inch panel with cable managers and covers, 3 RMS

19 inch S110 Cable Management:

When mounted on a 19 inch rack-mount panel, the S110 cable managers provide superior cable management in a compact space. Their 1 RMS and 2 RMS sizes allow for excellent cable management for 19 in rack mount installations. Covers are included with the cable managers to provide a clean appearance.

- S110-RWM-(XX)..........1 RMS panel with cable managers, covers and mounting hardware
- S110-RWM2-(XX)........2 RMS panel with cable managers, covers and mounting hardware

Use (XX) to specify cable manager color:
- 01 = black
- 02 = white

Note: 1 RMS = 44.5mm (1.75 in.)

Accessories:

S110 Designation Labels
- S110-HLDR..............Clear plastic label holders, bag of 6
- S110-LBL-(X)............2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-pair marked colored labels, bag of 6
- S110-SHT-(X)* ..........S110 Designation Label Sheet (package of 6)

Use (X) to specify color:
- 2 = white
- 3 = red
- 4 = gray
- 5 = yellow
- 6 = blue
- 7 = green
- 8 = violet
- 9 = orange
- 60 = brown

*Contact our web site at www.siemon.com or Technical Support Department for labeling software

For related product information request Spec Sheet(s):
- S110 Modular Jack Panel (PROD-SS-10J)
- S110 Patch Plugs (PROD-SS-10P)
- Termination Tools (PROD-S-S78)